OCI Gen2 ‘Lift & Shift’ Migration
A Top 20 Global Fortune 500 company
decided to move 100 workloads to
Oracle Gen2 Cloud Infrastructure.
As a leading cloud service provider, it
is imperative for Oracle to provide a
reliable tool to customers so they can
move their workloads to OCI Gen2
effortlessly. First time, this enterprise
was planning on moving 100 onpremise workloads to OCI using a
legacy migration utility.

After wasting a few months of their
project time, they found that the
legacy migration tool they tried to use
was only compatible with OCI Classic.

ZConverter’s proprietary cloudagnostic migration technology made it
possible for this enterprise to simply
and seamlessly migrate all of their
workloads to the OCI Gen2 on time.

At-a-glance:
Customer: Fortune 500 company

Industry: ICT Manufacturing

Customer Size: 300,000+

Products and Services: OCI Gen2

ZConverter and OCS Project
Customer challenges

ZConverter Solution

Oracle Consulting Service (‘OCS’)
planned and tried to help ‘a Top 20
Fortune 500 Enterprise’ move 100
on-premise workloads to OCI Gen2
using a legacy migration tool the
first time, but they failed and lost 2
months of project time until
eventually finding out that the
legacy migration utility supported
OCI Classic only.

OCS finally reached out ZConverter.
ZConverter’s unique proprietary OCI
Gen2 Cloud Migration technology
helped this enterprise move all
workloads to OCI successfully.

They almost failed to complete this
OCI migration project on time.

ZConverter’s cloud-agnostic
migration capability can also move
OCI Classic workloads to OCI Gen2.

We believe ZConverter is the best
OCI Cloud Migration tool that helps
customers accelerate their cloud
transformation project to OCI Gen2.

Customer Benefits
A Top 20 Global Fortune 500 Enterprise was able to move on-premise workloads
99% uniformly to OCI Gen2 painlessly using Zconverter’s cloud-agnostic migration
technology. In conclusion, they were able to complete their digital transformation
projects on time

Painless Migration to
OCI Gen2

Complete migration
projects on time.

Contact Us:
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• support@zconverter.com
• sales@zconverter.com

 https://www.zconverter.com

Speed up migration
projects and save money

